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Abstract—Mission-critical systems are hard real-time systems
that collect large amounts of information from diverse sensors
for mission performance. For perfect performance of missions
of systems, data should not be omitted or spoiled. To this end,
data integrity in the systems should be ensured. Therefore,
along with a strategy to test data integrity in mission-critical
systems, this paper presents a method to test synchronization
mechanisms of the shared memory that receives data from
sensors and transmits the data to tasks.

A study conducted by[4] shows a test coverage metric
targeting simultaneous programs that use shared memories.
The objectives of this metric are measuring how programs
that access a shared memory simultaneously should be tested
from the viewpoint of concurrency control and guiding to
make a concurrency control scenario that would not be found
through testing.
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A. Ensuring data Integrity in Mission-Ciritical Systems
To ensure data integrity in mission-critical systems, the
following two items should be checked without fail[5, 6].

integrity;

I.

mission-ciriticalsystem;

III. TEST STRATEGY TO ENSURE DATA INTEGRITY

shared

INTRODUCTION

Mission-critical systems collect large amounts of
information from diverse sensors in order to perfectly
perform missions and have a time constraint as the collected
information should be accurately processed at accurate time
points[1]. To this end, the collected data should not be
omitted or spoiled and the data that have been collected the
most recently should be used. These characteristics of data
are defined as data integrity in mission-critical systems. If
data integrity is not ensured, inaccurate data may be provided
to the task so that unexpected errors may occur and
consequently the mission cannot be successfully
accomplished. This paper presents a test strategy to check
data integrity in mission-critical systems and proposes a test
environment for the testing.

Whether the synchronizing mechanism for shared
memory management is accurate
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Whether the cycle of the sensor(writer) that writes
data in the shared memory and the cycle of the
task(reader) to read data from the shared memory
have been set appropriately

To test these two items, whether the ISR(Interrupt
Service Routine) and the shared memory synchronizing
mechanism that collects sensor data and transmits the data to
the task operate properly should be checked. In missioncritical systems, as shown in Fig 1, information is collected
from sensors and an interrupt is caused to the CPU so that
the information is processed through the ISR. In this process,
the ISR stores the data in the shared memory through the
synchronizing mechanism. When the data have been stored,
the task reads the data necessary for execution and processes
the data. Since data integrity violations occur due to the
operation errors of the shared memory synchronizing
mechanism and the ISR, to ensure data integrity, this study
focused on testing whether the shared memory and the ISR
operate accurately.

II. RELATED STUDIES
Because situations where the data integrity of missioncritical systems is not ensured are closely related to the data
read/write operation of shared memories, studies for testing
shared memories are reviewed.
In a study conducted by [2], shared memories are tested
using the SPIN which is a model checking tool. This is a
method that steadily increases the processing speed and
memory size through modeling while testing all possible
conditions(shared memory occupation, data throughput, and
data omission, etc.) and finding the optimum test coverage.
In a study conducted by [3], a method of creating test
sequences and test cases to use shared resources among
diverse hardware units using a Real-Time Extended Finite
State Machine was proposed as well as a method of
automating the tests using the Time-Constrained Transition
Equivalence Class method.
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The simplest one among methods of conducting tests in
situations as shown in Figure 1 is the random test method.
That is, creating sensors randomly, having individual sensors
randomly write data into the shared memory while having
tasks randomly access the shared memory to read data. In
other words, artificially making data race situations and
testing whether the SUT(System Under Test) operates
accurately in the situations. Although the random test has its
own advantages, it cannot be easily applied in parallel system
environments as shown in Figure 1 for the following reasons.
First, if tests are randomly conducted, the possibility for data
race situations to occur accidently will be high. Second, if
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ranndom tests aree conducted, reproducing
r
thhe same situations
wiill be difficultt. General testt processes aree correcting errors
e
if errors are fouund while a teest is conductted and the teest is
w
the errrors were resollved.
conducted againn to observe whether
w
Ass such, designiing tests so thhat they can bee reproduced while
being conductedd is more impoortant than anyything else.

tests to adjustt the time poinnt of accessing
g the shared memory
m
for write operations and the time poiint of accessing the
shared memoory for read ooperations so that the timee points
overlap eachh other or beccome close to
o each other can be
conducted.
b) Settinng task's data acquisition cyycle:Data acquuisition
cycle setting is setting sim
mulated tasks to periodicallly read
data from thee shared memoory as with acctual tasks. Thhe kinds
of tests that can be connducted throu
ugh this are making
conditions unnder which daata omission can
c occur or causing
c
violations off read write ooperation scheedule informaation by
adjusting thee task's data read operatio
on cycles to overlap
with the sensor's data writee cycles.
c) Settinng the numbeers of sensors and tasks:Th
his is a
method that sets
s the numbers of sensorss and tasks. Thhe kind
of tests that can be conduucted through this is adjustting the
numbers of sensors and tasks so thaat large numbbers of
sensors and tasks
t
access thhe shared memory to increease the
possibility off data races.
4) Test success
s
identtification method: This can
c
be
realized thhrough obseervability which
w
is another
characteristicc of tests. Thiis characteristtic is a conceept that
makes the reesults of test conducted arre propagatedd to the
time point inttended to be oobserved by uss.
a) Identification of data omisssion and sp
poilage:
Whether gennerated sensoors data havve been omittted or
spoiled in thee process of beeing written in
n the shared memory
m
can be identiffied by compaaring the log of
o the generatted data
and the log of the data readd by the task.
b) Appliication of dataa write and read
r
patterns: If data
write/read aree performed inn the normal patterns
p
accorrding to
the set cycles of the sensoor and the task, data at thhe same
time point wiill be normallyy used so that data integrity
y can be
ensured. For instance, in cases where W is assumed to
t mean
the data writee operation off sensors x, R is assumed to
t mean
the data readd operation of task y, and th
he two tasks 1 and 2
operate basedd on one sensor a, if a paattern in the form
f
of
W R R is reepeated, read and write sho
ould have beeen done
in accordancee with the norrmal schedule..
In generaal, test case ddesigns intend
ded to test sittuations
where sensorrs and tasks opperate in non- deterministicc for the
shared mem
mory are knoown as NP--complete pro
oblems.
However, sinnce the operations that accesss the shared memory
m
operate basedd on schedule information
n in this studdy, they
correspond to situations w
where sensorrs and tasks operate
ure data
deterministic.. Therefore, ttest cases inteended to ensu
integrity can be designed by setting sim
mulated sensoors' data
generation cyycles and simuulated tasks' daata acquisitionn cycles.

FIGURE I. EX
XECUTION SCE
ENARIO OF ISR
R AND SHARED
D
MEMO
ORY IN THE MIISSION-CRITICAL SYSTEMS.

B. Test Starateggy to Ensure Data
D
Integrityy
1) Verigicattion of the acccuracy of thhe shared mem
mory
synnchronizing mechanism:
m
T
To ensure dataa integrity in data
racce situations, the SUT prepares counterrmeasures succh as
doouble bufferiing. In term
ms of testss, whether such
countermeasurees of the SUT
T accurately operate and data
inttegrity is actuually ensured should be chhecked. Sincee the
SU
UT can be impplemented in diverse
d
methoods, the test shhould
be conducted reegarding the SU
UT as a blackk box.
2 Verificatiion of the apppropriateness of
2)
o the set cyclles of
thee sensor and the task: If thhe system has been designeed so
thaat data are trransmitted bettween the sennsor and the task
thrrough the sharred memory, tthe cycles of the sensor and
d the
tassk should be set appropriaately to be abble to ensure data
inttegrity while avoiding daata races. Inn terms of tests,
t
whhether the givven set cycles ensure data inntegrity shoulld be
chhecked.
3) Test casee design strateegy: In the prrocess of test case
design, controlllability whichh is an imporrtant characterristic
off testing shoould be connsidered. Conntrollability is a
t control desired
chharacteristic thhat refers to the ability to
eleements in thee process of ttests or test case design too test
tarrgeted matters. To this ennd, the follow
wing methodss are
used.
a) Setting sensor data generation cycles:Settinggdata
generation cycle is setting siimulated senssors to be cappable
off generating data
d
periodicallly as with acctual sensors. The
kinnds of tests that
t
can be conducted
c
thrrough this arre as
folllows. Tests to
t increase thee probability of the occurrrence
off data omission
n can be condducted by gennerating data faster
f
thaan the speed of data storagge in the sharred memory while
w
adj
djusting data generation
g
cyccles. In additioon, tests to violate
reaad and write operation
o
scheedule informattion by havingg the
sennsor generatee new sensoor data beforre a task thaat is
intterested in cerrtain sensors data
d reads the data. Furtherm
more,

IV. TEST ENVIRON
NMENT FOR DATA
A
INTEGRITTY
VER
RIFICATION
For tests of the accurracy of the ISR
I
and the shared
memory syncchronizing meechanism andd the appropriiateness
of the set cyccles of sensorss and tasks, thee test environm
ment as
shown is Figg 2 is proposeed. The methhod proposed here is
creating simuulated sensorss and simulatted tasks to test
t
the
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SU
UT which is acctually implem
mented softwaare. In this case the
tesst is conducted
d regarding thee SUT as a blaack box.

Sensor teest scripts desscribe informaation on the number
n
simulated seensors and the data geeneration cyccles of
individual sensors and tassk test scripts contain inforrmation
ber of simulatted tasks and the data acq
quisition
on the numb
cycles of in
ndividual taskks. Based on
n such inforrmation,
threads for sim
mulated senso
ors and simulaated tasks are created.
c
Test enviro
onments thaat simulate actual op
peration
environmentss can be constrructed by settiing simulated sensors
to generate seensors data in accordance with
w the set gen
neration
cycle and tran
nsmit the dataa to the SUT and
a setting sim
mulated
tasks to read data in accorddance with thee set acquisitio
on cycle
w
The resuults of works of individual threads
to perform works.
are stored in the log storag
ge. The Test Arbiter analyzes test
t identify ittems that mu
ust be verified and
script files to
automatically
y makes judgm
ment on data integrity
i
utilizzing the
data stored in
n the log storagge.
V. EXAMPLE
X
OF DATA
A
INTEGRITTY TEST RESULLTS

FIGURE
F
II. ARC
CHITECTURE OF
O A DATA INT
TEGRITY TESTIN
NG
TOOL.

To conduct the test, a teest environmeent as shown in
n Table
I
sennsors and tassks generate data or
1 was set. Individual
perform work
ks with their oown cycle. To
o check the ab
bility of
the test tool, we intentionaally implemen
nted the SUT so that
w
occur w
when the SUT operates.
some errors would

Here, the sensor stub an
nd the task stub simulatee the
sen
nsors and task
ks in actual ennvironments. Since the inteernal
log
gic of the SUT
T can vary deppending on th
he implementaation,
wee can verify whether thee SUT operattes accurately
y by
maanipulating th
he sensor stub and the task stub. Each seensor
stu
ub and task stub
s
are auto
omatically creeated through
h test
scrript files and the
t test script files are prep
pared by a testter in
acccordance with
h the test straategy describeed in section 3.2.
Th
hat is, the testter enters senssor and task in
nformation so
o that
thee contents dessired to be ideentified (data omission, wheether
daata at the samee time point arre used, and th
he appropriateeness
off the set cyclee) can be veriified. Fig.3 sh
hows examplees of
nsor stub scrip
pts and task stuub scripts.
sen

TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF SSETTING UP A TESST ENVIRONMENTT.
Task Stub

Sensor Stub
b

Task

P
Period

Depenndent Sensors

Sensor

Peeriod

T1

5ms

S1

-

-

S1

5ms

T2

2
20ms

S2

S4

-

S2

10
0ms

T3

3
30ms

S2

S5

-

S3

20
0ms

F
FIGURE
IV. EX
XAMPLE OF LOG DATA.

Due to th
he restriction oof papers, onlly the results of tests
for data omisssion are show
wn here. To check
c
data om
mission,
we adjusted data generaation cycles. Since the cy
ycle of
mented at 5ms cycles,
sensors S1 iss 5ms, if task T1 is implem
no omission will
w occur beccause the cyclees of the task and the
sensor are thee same. Howeever, if the sen
nsor's data gen
neration
cycle is set to
o 2ms, the tim
me point of daata generation
n by the
sensor and th
he time pointt of data read
ding by the taask can
collide with each
e
other. Coonsequently, the
t fact that the
t data
in the red box
b
area in the Figure was
w omitted can be
identified.

FIGUR
RE III. STRUCT
TURE OF STUB SCRIPT.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In the case of mission-critical systems, real-time,
schedulability, and data integrity should be ensured. Among
them, we defined the data integrity of mission-critical
systems, established a test strategy to test the systems, and
implemented a test environment for the test. The simulated
sensors and tasks were designed to be expandable and
flexible so that they can be constructed to fit actual
environments.
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